Joe-Go
Trio Ultimate 3 in 1
Hair and Skin Shampoo Conditioner with Goats Milk
Featuring a Fresh Milk & Honey Fragrance
Product Description:
JOE-GO TRIO ULTIMATE is a cosmetically formulated 3in 1 Hair & Body Shampoo
Conditioner. TRIO ULTIMATE provides a luxurious lather & incorporates “goats milk” to
soften & revitalise the skin. This conditioner enriched formula both cleanses and
conditions to give hair a silky feel while skin emollients add a smooth silkiness to skin.
TRIO ULTIMATE is naturally pH balanced to match the skin and hair & has a fresh milk &
honey fragrance.

Application:
Apply sufficient TRIO ULTIMATE from the dispenser to wet hair; amount will be
dependent on hair length and volume. Apply a similar amount to the body, gently
massage into hair & body to a smooth lather. Rinse away lather and dry hair & skin to a
smooth silky finish.

Exclusive Pouch Dispenser:
This exclusive, attractively designed soap dispenser incorporates sight windows for easy
checking of contents. Moulded in attractive hard-wearing plastic, the dispenser is rust
and corrosion proof, has trouble free components and is built to last.

SHELF LIFE: As a quality assured manufacturer, Castle Chemicals has a stringent Quality assurance programme. As part of this regime, the label on
this product shows a batch number and date of manufacture. This product has a shelf life of 24 months from the label printed date of manufacture. This
information contained herein is based on data considered accurate. However, no warranty is expressed or implied regarding the accuracy of these data
or the results to be obtained from the use thereof. Castle Chemicals assumes no responsibility for personal injury or property damage to vendees, users
or third parties caused by the material. Such vendees or users assume all risks associated with the use of material.
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